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use of the band at his official receptions—sparing his guests
the necessity of gazing at these ' human hyenas' by screening
them off from public view.
This disgusting exhibition of lack of severity seems,,
however, to have worried the author throughout his stay in
the colony, and only on one or two occasions did he really
feel that the ends of justice had properly been served. His
description of a visit to He Nou is worth quoting, giving as
it does the impressions of a man, expert in the subject of
prisons, and their administration. After having been rowed
across from the mainland to He Nou, the author lit his
pipe and 'strolled down to the quay to enjoy may strange
surroundings.'
* I had seen hundreds of convicts in England working both
within and without the prison walls ; working in grim
joyless silence, surrounded by equally silent, rifle-armed
warders and never a prisoner moving without one of these
at his heels. Here it was difficult to believe that I was in
Prison-land at all save that the other occupants of the quay
were wearing two very different uniforms, and that I was the
only one en civile. The surveillants were dressed in spotless-
white. . .the uniform of the others was chiefly conspicuous
for its ugliness and utility... A good many of them were
smoking and this rather got on my nerves, for I kept on
asking myself what would happen to an English prison
official if he sawr a convict take out a cigarette and go and
ask another one for a light ? But here surveillants strolled
about smoking their own cigarettes—making me wonder
again what would happen to an English warder smoking on
duty ? and not worrying particularly over anything..'. Still
the convicts worked hard and regularly ; harder indeed than
I have ever seen English convicts work.'
Eventually, however, even the author's thirst for bigger
and better punishment for these rascally scoundrels was
satisfied when he arrived at the 4 Cachot Noir,' the Black Cell.
4 Out of the corner of one came something in human shape,
crouching forward, rubbing its eyes and blinking at the
unaccustomed light. It had been three and a half years in

